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New Functionalities 

Brexit Adjustment Reserve 

This document type is now available via the Programming – Brexit Adjustment Reserve menu. A 

guide is available on the SFC Support portal. 

 

Changes 

Partnership Agreement 

PA (2658) – Report - When a table carries over more than 1 page, the table header will be copied to 

the other pages. 

 



 

 

Programme IJG 

PRG IJG (2341) – Appendix 1 Summary - The Operation Type Code list now contains all Intervention 

Field codes valid for the Specific Objective, Fund selected in Table 4 for that Priority, Fund, Category 

of Region, Specific Objective. 

PRG IJG (2345) – Appendix 2. Operation detail  - The Specific Objective list contains all Specific 

Objectives used under Programme Priorities. For TA Programmes this list will be empty. 

PRG IJG (2342) - Appendix 2. Summary - For non-TAProgrammes, the records are automatically 

foreseen by the system by crossing the Programme structure (Priority, Fund, Category of Region, 

Specific Objective) with the Operation Type detail (Operation Type, Specific Objective(s)) based on 

their common Specific Objective(s). For TA Programmes, the records are automatically foreseen by 

the system by crossing the Programme structure (Technical Assistance Article 37 Priorities, Fund, 

Category of Region) with the Operation Types. 

PRG IJG (2343) - Appendix 2. Summary - For non-TA Programmes, the Operation Type Code list 

contains all Intervention Field codes valid for the Specific Objective, Fund and selected in Table 4 for 

that Priority, Fund, Category of Region, Specific Objective. For TA Programmes, the Operation Type 

Code list contains all Technical Assistance Intervention Field codes selected in Table 4 for that 

Technical Assistance Article 37 Priority. 

PRG IJG (2344) - Appendix2 Summary - For non-TA Programmes, the Indicator Code list contains all 

Common Indicator codes, Output and Result, already used in Tables 2 and 3, for the Priority, Fund, 

Category of Region, Specific Objective combination. For TA Programmes, since there are no Indicator 

Tables for Technical Assistance Article 37, the Indicator Code list will be empty. 

PRG IJG (2338) - General. Version information - Non-substantial transfer (art. 24(5)), Clerical or 

editorial corrections (art.24(6)), Approved by monitoring committee{color}, MS amending decision 

number and MS amending decision entry into force date are only available when programme has 

been previously adopted by the Commission. 

PRG IJG (2340) - General. Version information - When version = 1 or > 1 but never adopted), when 

the BudgetSource of the CCI indicates multiple Funds ‘FF’, the system will foresee the Funds ‘ERDF’, 

‘CF’, ‘ESF+’ and ‘JTF’. When the BudgetSource of the CCI indicates a mono-Fund, the system will only 

foresee the relevant Fund ( ‘RF’=>’ERDF’, ‘SF’=>’ESF+’, ‘CF’=>’CF’, ‘JTF’=’JT’) and it will not be 

updateable. When programme has been previously adopted by the Commission, then the system 

will foresee all the Funds ‘ERDF’, ‘CF’, ‘ESF+’ and ‘JTF’. This is to allow merging of Programmes 

covering different Funds. At least one Fund needs to be selected. 

PRG IJG (2350) - General - Version information - Non-substantial transfer (art. 24(5)), Clerical or 

editorial corrections (art. 24(6), Approved by monitoring committee, MS amending decision number 

and MS amending decision entry into force date are only available when Programme was previously 

adopted by the Commission. 

PRG IJG (2346) - S1 Strategy. Table1 - This Toc item and page will not be enabled for TA Programmes. 

PRG IJG (2348) - S4 - Enabling conditions. Table 12 - This Toc item and page will not be enabled for 

TA Programmes. 

PRG IJG (2349) - The information on the Programme is accessible via a Navigation Tree/ Table of 

content containing all Sections and Paragraphs. The Table of Content will change depending on the 

Funds covered by the Programme, on the Priorities and Specific Objectives defined in the 



 

 

Programme and on the type of Programme (TA or non-TA). For TA Programmes the following ToC 

Items will not be enabled : Section 1 Table 1, Section 2.1 and all children, Section 4. 

 

Programme ETC 

PRG ETC (2371) - Section 3 Table 8 - The private column should be disabled when the basis for 

calculation of Union support is Public 

PRG ETC (2493) - Appendix 1 - The Operation Type Code list now contains all Intervention Field codes 

(and their description) valid for the Specific Objective, Fund and selected in Table 4 for that Priority, 

Fund, Specific Objective. 

PRG ETC (2494) - Appendix 1 - The Indicator Code list now contains all Common Indicator codes (and 

their description), Output and Result, already used in Tables 2 and 3, for the Priority, Specific 

Objective combination. 

PRG ETC (2495) - Appendix 2 - The Operation Type Code list now contains all Intervention Field codes 

(and their description) valid for the Specific Objective, Fundand selected in Table 4 for that Priority, 

Fund, Specific Objective. 

PRG ETC (2496) - Appendix 2 - The Operation Type Code list now contains all Intervention Field codes 

(and their description) valid for the Specific Objective, Fund and selected in Table 4 for that Priority, 

Fund, Specific Objective. 

PRG ETC (2499) - When sending the first version of the Programme, automatically set the Eligibility 

Start Date to the smallest of the current date and 01/01/2021, and set the Eligibility End Date to 

31/12/(Programme Last Year + 2). 

 

Programme EMFAF 

PRG EMFAF (2199) - Table 1a, table 9 and section 2 - list now ordered when printing PDF. 

 

Programme AIB 

PRG AIB (2369) - Section 3 Table 6 - The private column will be disabled when the basis for 

calculation of Union support is Public. 

PRG AIB (2660) - Report - When a table carries over more than 1 page, the table header will be 

copied to the other pages. 

PRG AIB (2645) - The Operation Type Code list now contains all Intervention Field codes (and their 

description) valid for the Specific Objective, Fund and selected in Table 3 for that Fund, Specific 

Objective. 

PRG AIB (2646) - The Indicator Code list now contains all Common Indicator codes (and their 

description), Output and Result, already used in Tables 1 and 2, for the Specific Objective. 



 

 

PRG AIB (2647) - The Operation Type Code list contains all Intervention Field codes (and their 

description) valid for the Specific Objective, Fund and selected in Table 3 for that Fund, Specific 

Objective. 

PRG AIB (2648) - The Indicator Code list now contains all Common Indicator codes (and their 

description), Output and Result, already used in Tables 1 and 2, for the Specific Objective. 

PRG AIB (2643) - Non-substantial transfer (art. 24(5)), Clerical or editorial corrections (art.24(6)), 

Approved by monitoring committee, MS amending decision number and MS amending decision 

entry into force date are only available when the programme has been previously adopted by the 

Commission. 

PRG AIB (2649) - Non-substantial transfer (art. 24(5)), Clerical or editorial corrections (art. 24(6), 

Approved by monitoring committee, MS amending decision number and MS amending decision 

entry into force date are only available when Programme was previously adopted by the 

Commission. 

 

Defects Fixed 

Programme IJG 

PRG IJG (2516) - Section 3 Table 15A - The order was not correct. This is fixed. 

PRG IJG (2520) - Section 3 Table 17B - The calculation of totals was not correct and not shown for 

some funds. This is fixed. 

PRG IJG  (2908) -  An error occurred during creation of programmes on some EL nodes. This is fixed. 

 

Programme ETC 

PRG ETC (2661) - Common Result & Output indicators list were showing both RCO & RCR indicators. 

Now either only RCR for Common result indicators and RCO for Common output indicators are 

displayed. 

PRG ETC (2613) - Table 4, 5, 6 priorities was displaying double "Total" texts. This has been fixed. 

PRG ETC (2595) - Upon saving a duplicate Common or Result Indicator an HTTP 500 error appeared 

instead of proper error message. This is fixed. 

PRG ETC (2625) - References (Text) are missing for Table 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. This is fixed. 

PRG ETC (2589) - Region Coverage was not working correctly if multiple countries were added. This is 

fixed. 

PRG ETC (2609) - Report - A page break was required after T6. This is done. 

PRG ETC (2606) - Data was missing when Specific Indicators were modified. This is fixed. 

PRG ETC (2593) – The order of table 1 was not correct. This has been fixed. 

PRG ETC (2538) - Section 4 – A character limitation error was triggered incorrectly. This is fixed. 



 

 

 

Programme IJG/ETC 

PRG IJG/ETC (2508) - Edit/Delete buttons were disappearing after some time not interacting with the 

browser. This is fixed. 

 

Programme IJG/EMFAF/AIB 

PRG IJG/EMFAF/AIB (2666) - Section 0. Version info – users were getting a 500 error when character 

limit exceeded in  the Title in official language field. This is fixed. 

PRG IJG/EMFAF/AIB (2668) - on Create the Fields Title in English and Titles in official languages were 

showing an incorrect counter. This is fixed. 

 

Programme IJG/ETC/EMFAF/AIB 

PRG IJG/ETC/EMFAF/AIB (2669) - on Create the Fields Title in English and Titles in official languages 

were counting incorrectly. This is fixed. 

 

Programme AIB 

PRG AIB (2506) - Section 3 Table6 - The totals for column 'Private' were editable when they shouldn’t 

be. 

PRG AIB (2507) - Section 3 Table6 ISF - Navigation using the keyboard was not working correctly. This 

is fixed. 

PRG AIB (2597) - On ISF Table 3 the code list was not translated. This is fixed. 

PRG AIB (2575) - Section 3.2 Table 6 - Action types with calculated flag should not have a 'basis for 

calculation'. This is fixed. 

PRG AIB (2573) - Section 3.2 Table 6A - The records should be dynamic depending on the specific 

objectives/TA - action types selected in section 2. This is now working correctly. 

PRG AIB (2591) - Table 8 - The order is not correct, it Is now correctly ordered by instruments code. 

PRG AIB (2590) - Tables 1 and 2 (indicators) are now correctly ordered. 

PRG AIB (2567) - Tables 3 and 4 - The list was in reverse order (UI and Report): Table3 is now ordered 

by action type code (Ascending) and Table4 is now ordered by intervention field code (Ascending). 

PRG AIB (2547) - Section 2.2 Technical assistance and sub-sections were missing. Even when not 

selected these sections should now be shown. 

PRG AIB (2584) - Table 3 was displaying the wrong type of intervention for ISF progamme: 

"Intervention type" instead of "Type of Action". This is fixed.  

PRG AIB (2587) - Table 4 was displaying the wrong type of intervention : "Intervention type" instead 

of "Intervention field". This is fixed. 



 

 

 

TJTP 

PRG TJTP (2619) - General. Version info - The save button was not enabled after modifying the title 

or the reference, when comments existed with more than characters. This is fixed. 

PRG TJTP (2583) - Indicators table 2 – It was possible to save a qualitative indicator with empty 

baseline and target values. This is fixed. 

PRG TJTP (2621) - Section 4. Table 2 – Table autoheight was missing. This is fixed. 

PRG TJTP (2582) - After cancelling the editing of the version info section, an orange message was 

shown in error. This is fixed. 

PRG TJTP (2571) - Indicators - the error message shown when trying to add an indicator with a 

common or reserved code was displayed incorrectly. This is fixed. 

PRG TJTP (2578) – I nthe TJTP Search screen the filter of column ‘Status’ contained programme 

statuses instead of TJTP statuses. This is fixed. 

 

General 

GEN CCI (2426) - CCI tabs were not responding correctly. This is fixed. 

GEN DOC (2588) - Documents page was not refreshing when multiple tabs were open. This is fixed. 

GEN PRG (2592) – There were missing translations for Commission Decisions on the Version 

Information page. This has been fixed. 


